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About Hydra Profiling®
Hydra Profiling® is a new and revolutionary technology developed and patented by Alwan Color Expertise.

Hydra Profiling® main purpose is to allow manufacturers and users of print devices to accurately profile their 
device in production without the necessity for tedious and costly profiling sessions.

Hydra Profiling® main technologies:

- Generate IT8.7-4 Color Characterization Data Set (CCDS) 1,617 patches out of only 40-256 printed 
and spectrally measured patches.

- Build a standard v4 ICC profile from spectral CCDS generated by Hydra Profiling® or from any 
available standard or custom spectral dataset. CIELAB data sets can be used but are not recommended 
with Hydra Profiling® technology.

Therefore you can use Hydra technology to generate full CCDS and build your Hydra device profile, or use 
Hydra technology to generate your device CCDS and build your device profile with your preferred profile 
builder.

Introduction
This document is a guideline that lists key points and recommendations which will help you profile your print 
device and generate an accurate ICC profile with Alwan Hydra Profiling® using Alwan PrintStandardizer (APS/
X).
For more information regarding APS/X settings and features, please refer to APS/X manual available from 
Alwan PrintStandardizer Help menu.

Hydra Profiling® option is available in APS/X version 6.0 or later. To activate this option, you can use a Time 
Limited Demo code for temporary tests, or a dongle with Hydra Profiling® option.
You can check wether Hydra Profiling® option is activated in the "About Alwan PrintStandardizer" window.

APS/X Hydra Profiling® allows you to create ICC profiles from:

-  appropriate control strips and mini charts measured spectrally during production (Online mode).

- any spectral color characterization data set obtained from measuring a target such as an IT8, etc.
(Offline mode). However in this mode, the color accuracy of the profile highly depends on the 
characterization data patches number and color sampling.

Create a Profile with Hydra Profiling®
• Check Hydra Profiling® in JCT settings window:
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• When a queue uses a JCT enabling Hydra Profiling®, a new tab named Profiling appears in Admin -> Settings 
-> Device Adjustment tab:

• You can create an ICC profile by clicking on Admin -> Monitoring -> Device Adjustment -> Build Profile button:

If you are in Online mode (Control Strip), the profile is automatically built using measurement files from your 
sampling period.
If you are in Offline mode (Dataset), the profile can be built once you import one or more datasets. If you import 
several datasets, they will be averaged.

• Profile validation: If you click Apply the new profile becomes the new aim for process control.
If you click Discard, the profile will be ignored. Current aims remain unchanged. 
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APS/X 6.0.0 Profiling Dos and Don'ts
Hydra Profiling® technology implements new color science areas (spectral prediction) to new application areas 
(printing). 
Please read carefully the following recommendations that will help you avoid unexpected results and successfully 
profile and color manage your device.

• Areas of application
- Ink and toner printed on reflective and transparent substrates.

- Conventional Offset, Flexo and Gravure and Digital inkjet and toner.

- For other applications such as printing on textile, ceramics… please contact your Alwan partner or 
support@alwancolor.com .

• Printing Alwan charts
- Please keep in mind that it is paramount that your print device be calibrated before profiling.

When used Inline mode, APS/X does not qualify data for profiling until device TRC are compliant to target.

- Conventional process: If process is calibrated with APS/X, Alwan 40 patches chart should suffice, if not, Alwan 
135 patches chart is necessary.

- Digital printer: It is paramount that individual channels ink is cut as soon as fulltone (solid) is reached and 
ramps to be as linear and smooth as possible without clipping or banding.
In these conditions, Alwan 256 patches chart is enough, if a higher accuracy is required, you can use IT8 chart.

• Measuring Alwan charts
- Use M0 condition for better inter-operability with previous standards, CCDS and ICC profiles (2014 and 

before).
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- Use M1 condition for better inter-operability with recent industry standards, CCDS and ICC profiles (2015 and 
later).

- Use M2 condition to get fluorescence independent CCDS.

- Use M3 condition when measuring wet ink to get fluorescence independent and dryback independent CCDS.

- Use a spectrophotometer with transmittance measurement mode for transparent substrates, film, foil etc. 
Measuring transparent foil on standard white reflective surface in with a reflective spectrophotometer is possible 
but results are not guaranteed. 

• Using Hydra Profiles as output profiles (in ACH/X)
You can use Hydra Profiles as output profiles in Alwan ColorHub color management server or any other ICC 
savvy application.
Please note the following recommendations:

- Use ICC v4 input (source) profiles for better inter-operability with Alwan profiles which are v4.

- Prefer Relative Colorimetric with BPC RI as this is the common setting for color management of PDF files in 
desktop applications, color servers and RIPs.

• Known limitations
Please note the following limitations of APS/X 6.0.0 profiling, we are working on addressing them in the 
following versions:

- Profiles of processes that are not accurately calibrated may have high maximum ∆E.

- With noisy data sets high maximum ∆E can be registered, in this case, averaging of data sets gives better 
results.

- Use a spectrophotometer with transmittance measurement mode for transparent substrates, film, foil etc. 
Measuring transparent foil on standard white reflective surface in with a reflective spectrophotometer is possible 
but results are not guaranteed.

Tips / troubleshooting
If the ICC profile is not generated, please refer to the Log manager (available from Manager -> Log) to 
understand what is missing. The most common reasons are :

- Measurement files or Dataset do not contain the minimum patches required for Hydra Profiling® technology. 
Missing patches are listed in the Log manager.

-  Measurement files or Dataset contain the minimum patches required, but they have been filtered by:
- Admin -> Settings -> Device Adjustment -> General -> Filtering

or
- Admin -> Settings -> Device Adjustment -> Profiling -> Homogeneity Filtering

Filtering settings may be too strict, or your process not stable enough.

- TRC of your device are too far from TRC aims defined in your JCT.  Note that this point is checked in Online 
Profiling mode, not in Offline profiling mode.

- New Profile generated is too close to the previous profile, and Admin -> Settings -> Device Adjustment -> 
Profile Comparator is activated.
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